Agricultural Substances Databases
Agriculture & Environment Research Unit

The University of Hertfordshire Agricultural Substances
Database: Price List
The PPDB team at the University of Hertfordshire offer a number of additional services which are available
for purchase at a competitive price (the University of Hertfordshire reserves the right to amend these
prices at any time), including:


Any of our databases avaialble in MS Access or MS Excel formats: Subject to a licence agreement,
these can be acquired for personal or business use.



Additional data: As well as the data presented on the PPDB, BPDB and VSDB websites, the University of
hertfordshire has collated significant additional data resources. These are detailed below.



Bespoke search and analysis services: These provide you with a report specifically tailored to your
needs. To access this service, please contact us with your requirements and we will provide you with a
quotation.
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AGRICULTURAL SUBSTANCES DATABASES:
BACKGROUND AND SUPPORT INFORMATION

MS Access & MS Excel Databases
The process quoted below relate to databases purchased for research purposes (i.e. those who will not be
making commercial use of the database). For a quote for integrating the PPDB into commercial
applications, or if you feel that your specific needs are not represented by the process below, please
contact the team (contact details below), who will be pleased to discuss your needs with you.

Basic prices - no discounts (single user)

Database
Full database
PPDB
£700
BPDB or VSDB
£350
BPDB & VSDB
£525
nd
(2 database ½ price)
PPDB & VSDB / PPDB & BPDB
£875
(cheapest database is ½ price)
PPDB & VSDB & BPDB
£1050
(cheapest 2 databases ½ price)
Note: VAT is charged on all prices when applicable.

Single data group
(e.g. fate)
£350
£175
£263

Single data type
(e.g. vapour pressure)
£70
£35
£53

£438

£88

£525

£105

In each case the price normally includes upgrades on a quarterly basis for a year (i.e. purchased database
plus three updates); however, more frequent updates can be arranged for a small fee dependent on
individual requirements.

Multi-user and/or multi-site licenses
Licence
Single site, < 10 users
Up to 5 sites, up to 10 users per site
Unlimited sites, unlimited users
Note: VAT is charged on all prices when applicable.

Price
Above prices x 1.5
Above prices x 2.2
Above prices x 3.6

Multi-year purchases
We offer a discount of 25% for any additional years purchased up front. For example:
Licence
Years bought
Full PPDB
2
PPDB & BPDB
3
Note: VAT is charged on all prices when applicable.
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Price
£1225
£2187.50

Discount
£175
£437.50
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AGRICULTURAL SUBSTANCES DATABASES:
BACKGROUND AND SUPPORT INFORMATION
Additional data sets
The additional data held by the PPDB team covers:


Soil degradation: The more detailed data covers DT50 by soil type, pH and organic carbon for both lab
and field studies (where such data is available).



Soil adsorption: The more detailed data includes Koc/Kfoc plus related parameters, by soil type
(sand/silt/clay distribution as well as structure type), pH and organic carbon content.



Plant matrix degradation: The more detailed data includes DT50 by crop/plant/tree type and matrix
(fruit, leaves, foliage, rind, peel, tuber, etc.).

This data can be purchased either in a stand-alone format or as an addition to the full PPDB (at a 40%
discount), so:

Licence
Any 1 extra dataset
Any 2 extra datasets (2nd dataset ½ price)
3 extra datasets (2nd and 3rd datasets ½ price)
Note: VAT is charged on all prices when applicable.

Stand-alone price
£250
£375
£500

With Full PPDB
(40% discount on extra data)
£850
£925
£1000

Commercial exploitation
The above process do not allow the MS Access or MS Excel versions of the database to be exploited for
commercial gain; however, the PPDB team are happy to discuss the options available for doing so. It is not
possible to provide a definitive price here, as every case is different, so please contact the team to discuss
your needs.

Contact details
Contact us at:
PPDB Management Team
Agriculture & Environment Research Unit
Department of Biological & Environmental Sciences
School of Life & Medical Sciences
University of Hertfordshire
College Lane
Hatfield
Hertfordshire
AL10 9AB, UK
Telephone: +44 (0)1707 284580
Email: aeru@herts.ac.uk
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